IBAK MiniLite Accessories

With the MiniLite basic equipment, you can start inspecting straight away. With the original accessories specially designed for the MiniLite, the range of application of the compact push rod system can be extended and handling ease and safety can also be improved.

Contact

For further information, please contact the IBAK Sales Team!

Product Designation

Extension kit, to extend the range of operation of BS 5/BS 7/BS 3.5 with KW (Fig. 1)
Extension cable (10 m) to separate the control console from the MiniLite
Roller skid RRF 150 (Fig. 7)
Case for control console BP2 (Fig. 4)
Vehicle holder for safe transport of the MiniLite coiler support frame
Additional base for the MiniLite to act as a counterbalance when coiling up (Fig. 6, overleaf)
Handrest for MiniLite 2/ASPECTA (Fig. 3)
Display extension for MiniLite 2 (Fig. 5)
Folding joint for MiniLite 2 (Fig. 2)
Industrial PC keyboard with trackball
Coiler drum with integrated 512 Hz locator transmitter
Various push rods on exchange drums
Roller Skid RRF 150

The rugged plastic roller skid RRF 150 is designed for manual push rod operation. It improves the position of the camera in pipes with diameters of DN 150 and more. The inspection range can be extended with the RRF 150; in addition, it serves as a protection for the camera.

Various Exchange Drums

The MiniLite is standardly supplied with the 500/10 exchange drum and 80 metres of Perfect Push Rod. This is characterized by exceptional stiffness and a long range. Depending on the area of application, exchange drums are also available for the MiniLite with a Magic Push Rod. This is more flexible and shorter than the Perfect Push rod and is a good alternative especially in combination with an AxialCam when a particularly bend-capable solution is required in sewer systems with extensive bends.

All push rods can also be supplied with a 512 Hz locator transmitter or can be retrofitted with one.

Enhanced Stability

An easy-install additional base increases the stability of the coiler when coiling up – especially on uneven and wet surfaces.
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